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i. INTRODUCTION 

Types play an increasingly important role in programming languages. It 

is now widely accepted that a powerful type structure is an abstraction mech- 

anism which adds expressive power to a language, thus making the writing of 

correct programs easier. 

Most recently designed languages (such as Euclid (Lampson et al, 1977), 

Mesa (Mitchell et al, 1979), ADA (Ichbiah et al, 1979)) provide constructs for 

defining new data types together with their operations. Furthermore, some of 

these languages allow the definition of parametric types (such as array(n,m,t) 

where n and m can be any integer, and t any type), and polymorphic procedures, 

i.e. procedures where the type of some parameters is not completely specified 

(such as push(s,el), where s has type stack(t) and el has type t, for any t). 

In languages with a type structure of this kind, strong type checking 

can catch a large number of programming errors. For this reason it is very impor- 

tant to be able to perform type checking at compile time, even if this entails 

some restrictions on the type structure. A further advantage of static type 

checking is of course computational efficiency, since run time checks are no 

longer necessary. 

Static type checking is described in the literature for Algol 60 

(Ledgard, 1972), Pascal (Ermine and Ressouche, 1978) and Algol 68-1ike languages 

(Henderson, 1977). In these papers, type checking is carried out by translating 

a program into an expression in a suitable formalism which characterizes the 

type structure, while disregarding all other irrelevant aspects. This technique 

might also be considered as a way of assigning a non-standard semantics (static 

semantics) to the program using a denotational approach, as pointed out, for 

instance, in (Donzeau-Gouge, 1978). 

An algorithm for static type checking in a language with polymorphic 

procedures was proposed by Milner in (Milner, 1978). In this language the pro- 

grammer never writes the type of a variable, and the type checker is able to 

prove the correctness of a program knowing the types of all primitive operations 

and data, making use of a unification algorithm. 

In this paper we use an approach similar to ~edgard's (Ledgard, 1972) to 

perform static type checking on a language which allows the definition of 



parametric types and polymorphic procedures. Differently from Milner's language, 

in this language the type of every identifier must be explicitly expressed, and 

types can be passed as parameters to polymorphic procedures, in order to specify 

the type of other parameters (as suggested in (Tennent, 1977), (Demers et al, 

1978), (Asirelli et al, 1977)). 

This language is described in the next section. It is a simple applica- 

tive language since in this paper we focus only on aspects related with types. 

However the same approach can easily be applied to an imperative language with a 

richer syntax. Section 3 describes the formalism into which the programs will be 

translated, and Section 4 contains the translation rules. 

2. A SIMPLE LANGUAGE WITH PARAMETRIC TYPES AND POLYMORPHIC FUNCTIONS 

In this section we give an informal description of a simple applicative 

language, which allows to define new data types, type contruetors and polymor- 

phic procedures. The type structure of this language has been extracted from the 

language described in (Asirelli et al, 1978) and (Asirelli et al, 1979), which 

was designed with the purpose of controlling the most common sources of side 

effects, and of allowing the definition of abstract data types. 

Every denotable value has a type, and types are also denotable values 

(with type t~). So for ihstance we can declare 

let t : type = integer, 

let x : t : 5. 

Types can either be primitive types or they can be obtained by applying 

type constructors (parametric types) to their arguments. These arguments need 

not necessarily be types. Type constructors can be defined, in this language, 

exactly like functions. For instance 

lambda (t:type,n:integer).pair(array(l,n,t),integer) 

is a type constructor with two parameters, and thus by applying it, for in- 

stance, to the arguments (boolean,5) we get the type 

pair(array(1,5,boolean),integer). 

"pair" and "array" are previously declared (or primitive) type constructors. 

Primitive types are all different, and the same type constructor applied 

to different parameters yields different types. 



Since we have parametric types, we want also to be able to define poly- 

morphie functions, i.e. functions whose parameter types are not completely spe- 

cified. For instance the function which selects an element of an array accepts 

as actual parameters an integer value and an "array(n,m,t)" where n and m can be 

any integer, and t any type. To deal with this case we add n, m and t as further 

parameters (Asirelli et al, 1977), (Demers et al, 1978), (Reynolds, 1974), 

(Tennent, 1977): 

lambda(n:integer,m:integer,t:$¥pe,a:array(n,m,t),index:integer) ... 

In a function call, parameters are bound in the given order, and thus, 

when the fourth parameter is bound, its type is completely specified. 

Types of functions and type constructors can also be expressed in the 

language. To allow a static type checking, the type of a function (or of a type 

constructor) must contain the types of all parameters (as for instance in Algol 

68). Furthermore, as the above example shows, to express the type of a parameter 

we need the names of some other parameters, and thus the type of a function must 

contain also the names of the parameters. For instance, the type of the above 

function is 

func(n:integer,m:integer,t:t~pe,a:array(n,m,t),i:integer) ~t 

where ~t is the type of the result. Similarly, the type of the type constructor 

given in the second example is 

teonstr(t:type,n:integer). 

In general a declaration has the form 

le_~t x : expr I = expr 2 

where x is an identifier, and expr I and expr 2 are expressions. The value of 

expr 2 is bound to x if its type is equal to the value of exprl; otherwise a type 

error occurs. 

Parameter passing is performed in the same way. Actual parameters are 

evaluated and bound to formal parameters, if type checking succeeds. Every denot- 

able value can also be passed as a parameter, in particular polymorphic func- 

tions and type constructors. For instance we can define the following type con- 

structor 

let double:tconstr(c:tconstr(t:type),tl:type)= 

lambda(c:tconstr(t:type),tl:ty~e).c(c(tl)) 

which applies twice its parameter c to the other parameter tl. 



Recursive functions can be declared using the letrec construct, and no 

other value can be declared reeursively. In particular reeursive definitions of 

types or type constructors are not allowed. In fact the presence of recursively 

defined types would yield very hard equivalence problems (Solomon, 1978). 

The type (or type constructor) declarations previously shown do not 

create new types (or type constructors), but they simply give a name to a type 

value. For instance, in 

le_~t t : type : integer, 

let x : t = 5 

the second declaration is type correct, because t is bound to "integer". 

We can also declare new types (or type constructors) by the new cons- 

truct. For instance, the declaration 

new abst : type = integer 

creates a new (abstract) type, whose (concrete) representation is "integer". Now 

the declaration 

let x : abst : 5 

would be wrong. 

To access the representation of an abstract type (or type constructor) t 

we use the notation $t. For instance 

let x : labst = 5 

is correct (since labst is "integer"). 

Usually the parameters of functions which implement operations on ab- 

stract data types, have abstract type outside, and concrete type inside. Thus 

two functions "u~p" and "down" are provided to change types from concrete to 

abstract and vice versa. For instance if we have 

new stack : tconstr(t:t p~Lp_ ~) = 

lambda(t:type).pair(array(l,lOO,t),integer) 

let y : staek(abst) .... 

then 

down(y, ~ s t a c k ( [ a b s t ) )  

returns a value whose type is "pair(array(l,lOO,integer),integer)",whereas 

down(y, $stack(abst)) 

returns a value with type ~'pair(array(l,lOO,abst),integer)". 

As the above example shows, the function "down" goes down from the ab- 



stract type to the representation for all types or type constructors whose name 

is prefixed with ~ . 

The new construct for declaring abstract data types is not very useful 

in this language, because there is no way of hiding the representation. The 

language described in (Asirelli et al, 1979), as well as all languages mentioned 

in the introduction, provides a construct, the module, for defining abstract 

data types. Modules are not considered in this paper because they have to do 

only with scope rules and not with type checking. 

New types and type constructors can be defined recursively. In fact the 

operator goes down in the representation only one level, and thus types remain 

always finite. 

2.1 The syntax of the languag@ 

We give now the sintax of the language. The syntactic categories are 

X 6 IDE (identifiers) 

E 6 EXPR (expressions) 

D ~ DCL (declarations) 

The sintax is 

E::: X 

tYPe 

(Do'DI'''''Dn) --in E 

lambda(Xo:Eo,Xl:El, .... Xn n:E ).E 

func(Xo:Eo,Xl:El, .... Xn n:E ) ~ E 

tconstr(Xo:Eo,Xl:E 1 .... ,X :E ) 
nn 

E ( E o , E  I . . . . .  E ) n 

i~ E 0 then E 1 else E 2 

Ix 

u~(E I,E 2) 
down(EI,E 2) 

D::= let X:E =E 
...... 12 

letree X:func(Xo:Eo,Xl:El, ...,X :E ) ~E =E 
n n n+l 

new X:type=E 

new X:tconstr(Xo:Eo,Xl:E 1 ..... Xnn:E )=E 



In order to perform type checking, an expression in this language is 

translated into an expression in a suitable formalism, a typed ~-calculus, 

which characterizes the type structure of the language while disregarding all 

other aspects. 

3. A FORMALISM FOR TYPE CHECKING 

This formalism is an extension of typed %-calculus, where types are 

expressions of the formalism as well (similar extensions have been proposed in 

(Reynolds, 1974) and (Donahue, 1979)). The syntactic categories are 

x e Ide (Identifiers) 

c E Const (Constants) 

e E Expr (Expressions) 

The syntax of expressions is 

e :  : ~  X 

t y p e  

<c,  e> 

~x:el.e 2 

Ax:e .e 
12 

el(e 2) 

elI%l 
strop 

As we will show in the next section, expressions <c,e> will denote typed 

constants, ~x:e .e will denote function and type constructor values, whereas 
12 

Ax:el.e 2 will denote their type. Furthermore, el(e 2) is the application of a 

-expression, whereas el[e2] is the application of a A-expression. 

In order to perform type checking on expressions in this formalism, we 

define a function NF which reduces expressions to normal form. Function NF 

performs every possible (typed) E-reduction on the original expression, and 

furthermore propagates type errors, in such a way that type incorrect expres- 

sions will be reduced to error. 

The type of an identifier occurring free in an expression is not known 

in the expression itself. Therefore function NF needs also a type environmen ~ 

which associates types with free identifiers. The two operations on a type en- 



vironment "te" are a write operation (syntactically denoted by te {e/xl), and a 

read operation re(x), which returns error if x is not bound in te. 

Function NF is defined as follows 

NF(x)te = x 

NF(type)te = type 

NF(<c,e>)te = if NF(e)te = error then error 

else <e,MF (e) te> 

NF( ~x:el.e2)te = if vl=error or v2=erro__~r 

then error 

else ~x:v .v 
1 2 

where vI=NF ( e I ) re, v2=NF ( e 2 ) te {Vl/X } 

NF ( J x: e I . e 2) te = i_~ vl=error or v2=erro__.___~r 

then error 

else Jx:v .v 
1 2 

where Vl=NF(el)te , v2=NF(e2)te{vl/x } 

NF(el(e2))te = case v I of 

error ~ error; 

~x:e'.e" ~ if e' ~ NF(typeof(v2)te)te 

then NF({v2/x }e'')te 

else error; 

else -- i f  NF ( ( typeof (v I ) te) [ v 2 ] ) re=error 

then error 

else Vl(V 2) 

where Vl=NF(el)te, v2:NF(e 2) te 

NF(el[e2])te = cas___~e v I of 

Ax:e' .e"-- if e' ~ NF(typeof(v2)te)te 

then NF({v2/x}e")te 

else error 

else ~ error 

where Vl=NF(el)te , v2=NF(e2)te 

NF (error) te = error 

Function "typeof" returns the type of any expression in normal form, and 

is defined as follows 



typeof(x)te = te(x) 

typeof(type)te = error 

typeof(<c,e>)te = e 

typeof( ~x:el.e2)te =Ax:el.typeof(e2)te{el/x } 

typeof(Ax:el.e2)te = typeof(e2)te{el/x } 

typeof(el(e2))te = (typeof(el)te) [e 2 ] 

typeof(error)te = error 

Note that typeof (el[e2]) has not been defined because, according to the 

definition of NF, this application cannot occur in any expression in normal form. 

Reduction to normal form of an application el(e 2) (or el[e2]), where e l 

is a ~ (or A )-expression, is similar to ~-reduction of ~-calculus, and thus 

the notation {v2/x}e" means substituting v 2 for every occurrence of x in e". 

This reduction is correct if the types of the actual and the formal parameter 

are equal. Two type expressions t I and t 2 are equal (tlt 2) if, by suitably 

renaming bound identifiers, they become identical. 

When e I is not a ~-expression, an application el(e 2) is correct if the 

type of e can be correctly applied to e (after reduction to normal form of all 
i 2 

expressions). 

To deal with the case of functions with more than one parameter, we 

extend our notation by allowing ~(or ~ )-expressions of the form 

~(XO:eo,Xl:el ..... Xnn:e ).e 

and applications of the form 

e(eo~ e I ..... en ) or e[eo,e I ..... en] 

The meaning of the above expressions is respectively 

~XO:e O. ~xl:e I .... ~Xn n:e .e 

and 

e(eo)(el)...(e n) or e[eo] [eli ...[en]. 

However an application is correct only if the list of actual and formal 

parameters have the same length. 
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4. TRANSLATION RULES 

In this section we give the definition of a function TE which translates 

expressions of the language of Section 2 into expressions of the formalism de- 

scribed fn the previous section. As usual in denotational semantics, the func- 

tion TE uses an environment which, in our case, maps identifiers of the language 

into expressions in the formalism: 

env 6 U = [IDE--Expr] 

Since function TE, besides translation, makes some cheeks on the result- 

ing expressions, it needs the types of all free identifiers in these expres- 

sions. Therefore this function uses also a type environment re, as defined in 

the previous section: 

te 6 V = [Ide-~Expr] 

So the type of function TE ~s 

TE : (EXPR x U x V) -~Expr 

Furthermore we need a translation function TD for declarations, which 

modifies the environment: 

TD : (DCL x U x V) ~U. 

The definitions of the two functions TE and TD are given in Table i. 

Here we make a few comments on these definitions. 

The translation of all syntactic constructs containing a list of parame- 

ters (i.e. lambda, func, teonstr) makes use of a function "istype" (not defined 

here) which checks whether an expression is correctly used as a type, i.e. wheth- 

er it is either tips or a A-expression or its type is type. This function is 

also used in the translation of a let declaration. 

The expression "if E then E else E " is translated into the applica- 
- -  0 - -  1 2 

tion of a polymorphie function "cond" to the results of the translations of go, 

El, E 2. Function "oond" checks that E 0 has type "boolean" and that E 1 and E 2 

have the same type. The result has also this type. 

A reeursive declaration "letrec X:EI.E2" , where E 1 is a function type, 

is processed by assuming inductively that the type of X in every recursive call 

is El, and then checking that the type of E 2 is actually E 1 . Constant "a" in the 

expression <a,vl> must be a new constant never used before. If type checking 

succeeds, X is bound to the expression resulting from the translation of E2, 
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which is a finite expression approximating the infinite expression which should 

be the result of the recursive definition. 

Declarations of new types (and similarly of new type constructors) are 

processed by inserting in the environment two new entries: the first entry asso- 

ciates with the name of the abstract type being defined a new constant with type 

t_~: the second entry associates with a new identifier, obtained by prefixing 

the name of the type with ~ , the representation of the type. Note that recursive 

definitions are allowed. 

Finally, the definition of TE for "up" or "down" makes use of two differ- 

ent translations of the second parameter. In fact, whereas v is the result of 
2 

v' is obtained by applying TE to a new expression the usual translation of E 2, 
2 

obtained by removing all $ operators from E 2, By interpreting E 2 as a type 

expression, v 2 and v'2 are the concrete and the abstract value, respectively. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we have presented an algorithm for static type checking 

which translates a program into an expression in a suitable formalism~ and then 

reduces this expression either to error or to a type correct expression. This 

translation defines a non-standard semantics for the language (Donzeau-Gouge, 

1978), by associating with programs values in the domain of symbolic expres- 

sions. Type checking is carried out by checking symbolic expressions for equal- 

ity, and thus it has a fail-safe character: in fact, two expressions like 

stack(integer,n) and stack(integer,n+l-l) are not recognized to denote the same 

type. Furthermore in our type structure every value has exactly one type, and so 

it is not possible to define union of types or subtypes like Pascal subranges. 

If this were allowed, a static type checking would become much more complicated, 

or even impossible without the insertion of assertions in the program (Cousot 

and Cousot, 1977). 

The type checking algorithm has been implemented for an extension of the 

language of this paper (Barbuti, 1979). The language has been extended in two 

directions. First, parameters can be passed to polymorphic procedures by pattern 

~at~h~g to avoid proliferation of parameters. Thus, instead of declaring 
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select:... = 

lambda(n:integer,m:integer,t:type,a:array(n,m,t),i:t)... 

we allow also 

select:... = 

lambda(a:array(<n:integer>,<m:integer>,<t:tzpe>),i:t)... 

Now "select" will be called with two, instead of five, actual parameters, and n, 

m and t will be passed by pattern matching. The formalism of Section 3 has been 

extended to deal with this situation. 

The second extension regards the introduction of the store. This exten- 

sion can be dealt with by the formalism of Section 3 without any modification, 

by adding, as usual in denotational semantics, the store as an additional para- 

meter to all functions or type constructors. 
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TABLE i 

FE[X~env,te = env(X) 

[~L] ,te type TE ty e env = ......... 

TE[(Do,D 1 ..... D ) in E]env,te = 
n 

TE[(DI,D 2 ..... Dn ) __in E] (TD[Do]env,te),te 

TEl() in E]env,te = TE[E]env,te 

TE[Iambda(Xo;Eo,XI:E 1 ..... Xn:En).En+l]env,te= 

if istype(v.)te (i=O,l,...,n) 
-- l i 

then ~ ( X o : V o , x l : v l ,  . . . .  X : v  ) .V  
........ n n n+l 
else error 

where 

v i =TE[E{]envi,te i 

enVo=env, teo=te 

envl=envl." "-i {xi-i/Xi-l} 

i=O,l,...,n+l 

te~=tel i , _ {vi_Jxi_11 

TE[func(Xo:Eo,XI:E 1 ..... Xn:En)~En+l]env,te : 

if istype(v )te (i=O,l ..... n) and 

NF(typeof(NF(Vn+l)ten+l)ten+l)ten+ 1 = t_~ 

thenA(Xo:Vo,Xl:V I ..... x :v ) . v 
n n n+l 

else error 

where 

v i =TE [Ei] envi, te i ~:0,i,... ,n+l 

enVo:env, teo:te 

envi :envi-i {xi-i/Xi-l} ' tel=tel "-i {vi-I/Xi-l} 

TEl tconstr ( XO :Eo, XI :E I .... ,Xn:En) ] env, re= 

if istype (v)te (i=O,l,...,n) 
-- i 1 

then A ( x o : V o , X l : V  1 . . . .  , x  : v  ) . t y p e  
FI n 

else error 

where 

vi =TE [Ei] envi,tei i:O,l .... . n 

: o=te env 0 env, te 

envi=envi-i {xi-i/Xi-l}' tel=tel" '-i {vi-i/Xi-l} 

i=l,2,...,n+! 

i=l,2,...,n 

i=l,2,...,n 
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TE [En+I(Eo,E 1 ..... En )] env,te = Vn+l(vo,Vl, .... Vn ) 

where v i = TE[E] env,te (i:O,l .... ,n+l) 

TE[if E 0 the____~n E 1 els____~e E 2 ] env,te : 

<cond, J(t:type,XO: <boolean,~>,xl:t,x2:t).t> 

(typeof('NF(Vl)te)te,Vo,vl,v 2) 

where V = TE [E ] env,te (i=0,{,2) 
I i 

TE[IX] e n v , t e  = env(~X) 

TE[u~p(EI,E2) ] env,te : 

<up,__ A(tl:t~p@,t2:type,x:tl).t2> (v 2,v'2,vl) 

where 

v i :TE [Ei] env,te (i=1,2) 

v' =TE [abst(E2) ] env,te 
2 

abst(E)={X/ ~X}E for each X 61DE 

TE[down(Ei,E2) ] env,te = 

<down, J(tl:type,t2:t~pe,x:t2).tl> (v2,v~,v I) 

where 

v i =TE[Ei] env,te (i=1,2) 

v' :TE [abst(E2) ] env,te 
2 

abst(E) = {X/ ~X}E for each XeIDE 

'D|let X:EI=E2] env,te = 

if istype(v I) and NF(Vl)te ~ NF(typeof(NF(v2)te)te)te 

then env{v2/X } 

else env{e<ror/X} 

where vi=TE[EI] env~te (i=i~2) 
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~D[letree X:func(Xo:Eo,XI:EI~ .... Xn:En) ~En+I=E~ env,te 

if NF(Vl)te ~ NF(typeof(NF(v2)te)te)te 

then env{v2/X } 

else env{ error/X } 

where 

vI=TE[fung(Xo:Eo,XI:E I, .... Xn:E n) ~En+l]env,te 

v2=TE[E ] env{<a, Vl> /X }, te 

TD|mew X:ty~,e,=E~env,te = 

if NF(typeof(NF(v)te)te)te = type 

then env~<a,t,y~e,>/X~ Iv/$Xl,te 

else env{error/X } {error/IX},te 

where v=TE [E] env { < a, t~pe>/X }, te 

TD~new X:tconstr(Xo:Eo,Xl:El, ...,X :E )=E~env,te = nn 
if NF(Vl)t~--~F(typeof(NF(v2)te)te)te 

then env I<a,vl> /X}~v2/~X},te 

else env~error/X}~error/iX};te 

where 

vl=TE[tconstr(Xo:Eo,Xl:E I .... ,Xn n:E )~ env,te 

vo=TE[E [ envy<a, Vl> /X I, te 


